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Why the definition of the word object is crucial 
in Physics 
Few will disagree that the study of motion is central to Physics. 
Without exception every introductory textbook begins by explaining 
velocity, acceleration, and momentum, terms which subsequently 
serve as foundations for higher concepts such as force, mass and 
energy. [1] Motion irrevocably involves a physical object. [2] Hence, 
the study of Physics is first and foremost the study of objects. Indeed, 
the most important topics of contemporary Physics revolve around 
physical objects. Hawking [3] states that space-time is an object, a 
black hole is widely considered to be a dynamic object [4, 5], and 
Particle Physics is defined as the study of motion of subatomic 
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objects known as ‘particles’ [6]. Therefore, in Physics, we have no 
alternative but to define what we mean by object . 

It turns out, however, that in the entire history of Physics no one 
has ever bothered to define this fundamental term. Not a single 
textbook begins by defining what an object is. Therefore, in this 
paper, I begin by highlighting the deficiencies of three informal 
versions currently in use, and then propose a proper definition. I 
subsequently show that this fool-proof definition renders invalid 
widely-accepted, sine qua non hypotheses proposed by relativity and 
quantum theory. 

The definition of the word object 
The following are common usages of the word object:  

a. a volume [7] 
b. the aggregate of locations [8, 9] 
c. something we can touch or see [10] 

However, upon closer inspection, not one of these definitions passes a 
rigorous analysis. 

a. A volume is the amount of space displaced by an object, a 
concept that tacitly embodies motion. The object is the fish; the water 
it displaces is the volume. The observer had to sweep a point to obtain 
a line, scan the line to define the base, and raise the base to 
conceptualize the volume. A magnitude such as X3 offers no clue 
regarding whether it represents an object, and in fact it doesn’t. If X is 
specified to be in kilograms or seconds, clearly the exponent 3 tells us 
nothing about structural dimensionality (i.e., length, width, and 
height). If, instead, X is specified to be in meters, it is incumbent upon 
us to establish first whether this unit represents a distance, a 
displacement, or the length of the side of an object. From a conceptual 
point of view, a meter is always the embodiment of motion. A meter 
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is a relation, a standard defined in terms of distance traveled. [11] An 
extrinsic observer must roll the measuring tape along the sides of a 
cube and make a series of comparisons to derive its volume. Hence, 
the meter is never a static unit of length or separation. 

b. The second proposal is circular. We must integrate the locations 
of an object in order to derive the object. The trouble is that this 
requires a priori knowledge of the limits of our integral, which 
implies that an object necessarily precedes integration. Nevertheless, 
integrating is the process of aggregating the locations that comprise 
an object, and, as we just established, the definition of object  should 
not be contingent upon motion: the noun of necessity precedes the 
verb. A more unsettling aspect is that few would confuse a structural 
entity for its location. A location is an abstract, dimensionless concept 
depicted with a dimensionless point. [12] Hence, this version of the 
definition leads to the incongruous notion of a physical, three-
dimensional (3D) object comprised of ethereal, zero-dimensional 
(0D) concepts. If, on the other hand, a point is deemed to be a 
geometric object [13], we are back to square one. 

c. The last and most widely accepted notion of object  appears to be 
the best candidate: an object is something we can touch or see. 
However, this definition is also circular. Words such as something, 
thing, entity, particle, substance, medium, physical, construct, noun, 
structure, and body are not definitions but synonyms. ‘Something’ is 
the word we are trying to define. A more pertinent objection is that 
amenable to touch or sight  is a proof rather than a statement taken at 
face value. We are challenging the observer to carry out a sensory 
experiment to determine whether the center of our attention is in fact 
a physical object. Are undetectable stars at the other side of the 
universe or neutrinos not objects in the absence of touch or sight? 
Must two surfaces come into physical contact before we can classify 
one of them as an object? Does an observer have to place a ruler 
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parallel to the side of a box for the volume to morph into an object? 
Should the foregoing definitions be allowed to stand, spacetime and 
virtual photons could not be classified as objects until the presenter 
first carries out an experiment to prove this to the audience. The 
Moon would not be an object until we show the skeptic that we can 
land on it, and a black hole would not be an object until we 
demonstrate that this collapsed star emits photons that touch your 
eyes. We do not test definitions; we test theories. A definition is a 
proposition embodied in our hypothesis that we agree upon without 
proof. The see/touch definition stealthily embodies a challenge and, 
hence, cannot serve as a foundation for our hypothesis. 

However, the see/touch criterion has a more fundamental problem. 
This definition is circular because it invokes another object (i.e., an 
observer). Isn’t an asteroid an object in the absence of gossip or 
motion? Wasn’t Mars an object before life arose on Earth? If an 
object can be conceived in a hypothetical, static scenario, its 
definition should be independent of motion, interactions, or the 
perception of extrinsic observers. The definition should rely solely on 
intrinsic, inert attributes. The only such innate property that a physical 
object has is its form: 

shape or form : inability to blend or become continuous; possessing 
a continuous surface or boundary; (syn.: discrete, finite). 
object: that which has shape. 
The verb has may mislead careless readers to infer that shape is an 

extrinsic property imposed by the medium that contours our test 
object. Isn’t a surface, after all, an interface between two objects? The 
short answer is ‘no’! Without a surface we have no object to begin 
with. A surface is a primordial, intrinsic attribute that belongs to the 
object before it interacts with a hypothetical container. The seeming 
necessity of a contiguous or encompassing medium is an observer-
related phenomenon. 
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The scientific method 
Those who perceive these arguments to be trivial, semantic issues of 
Philosophy have missed the point. Physics must adhere to the 
scientific method if this discipline is to be regarded as a science. The 
scientific method without exception requires definitions and 
assumptions. It consists of: definitions, hypotheses (illustrations), 
theory (beliefs), and proof (experiments), in that order. 

Definitions. Unless the vocabulary is agreed upon, the proponents 
must begin by defining the crucial words to be used throughout the 
presentation. Although definitions may be personal or ad hoc, they 
must be used consistently. The proponents should not be allowed to 
introduce the word object as the aggregate of locations of a body [8] 
and have it casually change into that which we can touch during 
theory or proof [14]. 

Hypothesis. It is immaterial whether a hypothesis is derived from 
observation, equations, experiment, or imagination. [15, 16] Once a 
hypothesis is formulated, the onus shifts to the prosecutors to make 
their assumptions about the initial scene clear to a fresh jury. The 
jurors must visualize the relevant objects, actors, and setting from a 
bird’s-eye perspective before the film is set in motion. A hypothesis is 
not an untested theory [17], but a still image, a motionless illustration. 
In fact, a hypothesis is not amenable to testing because it is no more 
than an assumption made by a proponent. If under rigorous scrutiny, 
the hypothesis is shown to be self-contradictory or inconsistent, the 
matter ends there. The advocates should not be allowed to continue to 
state their beliefs or demonstrate the alleged theory founded upon it. 
[18] 

Theory: Next, the prosecutors proceed to persuade the jury of their 
version of the events. Referring to the elements established during the 
hypothesis phase, they disclose their beliefs to the jury. The best 
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analogy is a movie that begins by focusing on a still image 
(hypothesis) and then comes alive (theory). Of course, the prosecutors 
direct this movie as they see fit. They can show angels moving the 
Earth around the Sun if they wish. But an angel cannot be ‘ethereal’ 
in the hypothesis stage [19] and later bump against tables and chairs 
during theory or proof [20]. 

Proof : The final step is to re-enact or simulate the explanation 
offered by the prosecutors to test whether it is at all feasible within the 
laws of Physics. We test beliefs, not assumptions. If the test is 
successful, the jurors acquire a certain degree of belief—100% belief 
constituting certainty—that the events happened in the manner 
exposed. Skeptics are free to carry out independent confirmations of 
the allegations in their own laboratories. 

The following example underscores the importance of definitions 
and hypotheses as they relate to the scientific method: 
Hypothesis: Let us assume that space and photons are physical 

objects. [21, 22] 
Theory: A photon that reaches your eye from a galaxy eclipsed by the 

Sun is compelled to swerve from a rectilinear course by the 
warped space in the vicinity of our star. [23] 

Proof : We set up an experiment where a sensitive gyroscope 
measures frame drag. [24] 

If the prosecutor initially defined the word object  as something 
amenable to touch, any perturbation the gyroscope detects confirms 
that space is an object. But what have we learned with this exercise? 
We proved our definition. We proved that space is an object because 
we were able to touch it. Or did we? Did the gyroscope touch space 
itself, or did it touch something that exists within space? Can we infer 
that there is an object such as the Sun by touching a couple of atoms 
within its center, or is a bird’s-eye perspective necessary? If, on the 
other hand, the definition of object is that which has shape, it is 
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meaningless to carry out any experiment to confirm the definition or 
the hypothesis. Space must simply meet this requirement if it wants to 
be regarded as an object before we send the gyroscope into orbit. 

The hypotheses of relativity and quantum 
These two stages of the scientific method—definition and 
hypothesis—have too often been brushed aside in General Relativity 
and Quantum Mechanics. The following examples show that this 
carelessness has led to the amusing notions these theories live with 
today.  

a. Large-scale structure of spacetime. The scientific method does 
not begin with theory or demonstration. It begins with definitions and 
hypotheses, in that specific order. A cube is a hypothesis. We don’t 
explain or test a cube. We illustrate this still image for the audience 
before we do anything with it. If we further allege that a cube is an 
object, we simply need to meet the criterion of the definition of 
object.  

General Relativity proposes a hypothesis called spacetime, an 
admittedly unimaginable [25], four-dimensional object within which 
all events are staged. (Again, whether space-time was derived from 
impeccable equations and explains every phenomenon in the universe 
is irrelevant.) Therefore the audience is denied the luxury of 
visualizing this unfathomable object before motion is brought into the 
picture. It could be argued that spacetime is a unique kind of object 
that is not amenable to visualization. However, Hawking and Turok 
go out of their way to inform the audience that the primordial Big 
Bang had the shape of a well-known 3D object: a pea. [26] Like 
many of their colleagues, they also refer to our universe with familiar, 
non-4D adjectives (e.g., saddle-shaped, spherical, flat ). [27] Indeed, 
the justification Hawking offers for this unusual architecture is that 
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we can specify a point within spacetime with four coordinates: 
longitude, latitude, altitude and time. [28] He stipulates that the 
surface of Earth is two-dimensional because we can locate a point on 
its surface with two coordinates. However, this justification for four-
dimensionality is true of a bedroom or a cube as well. A hypothetical 
point or location within a cube can also be specified with four 
numbers: longitude, latitude, altitude and time. This makes a cube 
‘dimensionally’ indistinguishable from spacetime. [29] If we can 
visualize and illustrate a cube, there should be no reason to relieve the 
hypothesis of space-time from this requirement either. [30] 

b. Finite spacetime. If space and time had a beginning and are still 
undergoing an expansion phase [31], spacetime must of necessity be a 
finite object. However, space is defined as ‘the infinite extension of 
field’ and time as a ‘continuum’. [32] Therefore, the prosecutors of 
General Relativity begin their dissertations with an incongruous 
hypothesis right off the bat. The jury is asked to consider an 
assumption consisting of a finite object (spacetime) comprised of an 
infinite entity (space). The surface of spacetime serves as an endpoint 
to what by definition can never be discrete (time). Note that these are 
not trivial semantical issues, but insurmountable barriers to 
conceptualize the hypothesis. 

c. Infinite spacetime. To muddle matters further, Ferris [33] and 
others allege that spacetime is also unbounded, a confession that 
intuitively appears to be self-contradictory. Fortunately, the author 
goes to great lengths to clarify that the term unbounded refers to the 
quantity of stars we can count  within spacetime or, in the alternative, 
the length of time needed to run around this globular surface. Indeed, 
Einstein leaves no doubt with respect to General Relativity’s peculiar 
notion of infinity: 
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What do we wish to express when we say that our space is 
infinite? Nothing more than that we might lay any number 
whatever of bodies of equal sizes side by side without ever 
filling space. [34] 

In other words, Einstein is saying that if a mason places a series of 
tiles on a long floor and gets tired half way down the job, the floor is 
infinite. Who knows? Perhaps 2 or 3 tiles up ahead we might run up 
against a wall, but pursuant to his definition we’ll never find out. 
Einstein is not defining structural infinity. He is defining perpetual 
motion. The words count, run, and lay can at best be qualified as 
incessant or constant. Unbounded and infinite are structural attributes. 
For space to qualify as infinite, it would merely have to be the only 
object, a hypothesis that is easily demolished. An infinite object ends 
where you begin!  

Infinite: a hypothetical attribute of an object which doesn’t 
have shape. A self-defeating hypothesis. 

A proponent wishing to portray space as an object must illustrate 
its shape for the audience. Success may be attained only if the object 
being exhibited has well defined boundaries. Conversely, to assume 
that space is an infinite object is to unwarrantedly contradict the 
definition of object. But now suppose that space is place, a where 
rather than a what . Then it would make as much sense to qualify 
space as infinite or finite as it would to qualify jumping as green. [35] 

d. Structureless black hole. A singularity is clearly unimaginable 
too. A singularity is defined as a point of infinite curvature and 
density [36] whereas, as we just showed, a point depicts a 
dimensionless location. As a result, the audience is presented with an 
invalid hypothesis before the alleged object is set in motion. [37] 
Whatever the prosecutor exhibits at the hypothesis stage will have at 
least width and height. If, on the other hand, we circumvent the 
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illustration and tolerate this structureless object, we end up at theory 
with a burlesque cartoon where real astronauts, clocks, and photons 
are sucked through the perimeter (event horizon) generated by an 
abstract non-object (singularity). [38] 

e. Dimensionless particle. A virtual particle is defined as an 
unfathomable object that intermittently oscillates between 0D and 3D. 
[39] Once again, the audience has trouble understanding the 
hypothesis, specifically during its 0D phase. At demonstration, we 
end up half the time with particle physicists accelerating non-
particles. [40] 

f. Incongruous photon. Penrose [41] and Ridley [42] make efforts 
to illustrate the hypothesis popularly dubbed the wave-packet , an 
incongruous synthesis between a particle and a wave. However, they 
subsequently fail to explain how this spiraling, two-dimensional 
corkscrew can be stopped by a 3D hand. Bohr [43] bypasses the 
impossible hypothesis altogether and moves on to explain how a 
photon behaves. Duality is a compromise derived from observation. 
Some experiments appear to show that light is a particle. Other 
experiments direct us to hypothesize that light is a transverse wave. 
However, unbiased application of the scientific method leads to 
conclude otherwise. The correct interpretation is that some 
experiments show that light cannot possibly be a transverse wave [45, 
46, 47], and others that light cannot possibly be a particle [48, 49]. 
For the last 400 years we have developed unimpeachable 
mathematics, but for the wrong hypotheses. 

g. Ethereal ether. Although not a part of either relativity or 
quantum, the aether [49] is conceptually indistinguishable from the 
‘seething energy’ [50] that many allege pervades or is synonymous 
with space. The aether will continue to remain an invalid hypothesis 
until the prosecutor begins by illustrating this exotic medium or 
substance for the jury. 
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Conclusion 
Ultimately, all topics, events and phenomena of Physics must be 
traceable to a physical object. Spacetime, singularities, and particles 
lack the one attribute—shape—that would enable us to classify them 
as objects and thus accept them as valid hypotheses. The prosecutors 
of relativity and quantum cannot visualize their own hypotheses, 
much less share them with the jurors. Such misconceived hypotheses 
cannot be admitted into Physics, nor can their advocates be allowed to 
continue to state their beliefs or attempt to prove them until these 
kinks are ironed out. 
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